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Abstract. We introduce the notion of iceberg concept lattices and show their use in Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD). Iceberg lattices are a conceptual clustering method, which is well suited for analyzing very large
databases. They also serve as a condensed representation of frequent itemsets, as starting point for computing bases
of association rules, and as a visualization method for association rules. Iceberg concept lattices are based on the
theory of Formal Concept Analysis, a mathematical theory with applications in data analysis, information retrieval,
and knowledge discovery.
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1 Introduction
Concept Lattices are used to represent conceptual hierarchies which are inherent in data. They are the core
of the mathematical theory of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA). Introduced in the early 1980ies as a formalization of the concept of ‘concept’ [37], FCA has over
the years grown to a powerful theory for data analysis,
information retrieval, and knowledge discovery [32].
In Artificial Intelligence (AI), FCA is used as a knowledge representation mechanism [39] and as conceptual
clustering method [38, 7, 23]. In database theory, FCA
has been extensively used for class hierarchy design
and management [24, 40, 9, 36, 28, 11]. Its usefulness
for the analysis of data stored in relational databases
has been demonstrated with the commercially used
management system TOSCANA for Conceptual Information Systems [35].
A current research domain common to both the AI
and the database community is Knowledge Discovery
in Databases (KDD). Here FCA has been used as a
method for conceptual clustering [38, 7, 12, 35, 23],
a formal framework for implication and association
rules discovery and reduction [19, 26, 4, 31], and for
improving the response times of algorithms for mining association rules [25, 26, 5]. The interaction of
FCA and KDD in general has been discussed in [33]
and [14].

In this paper we present a new approach of conceptual clustering with FCA: iceberg concept lattices. Iceberg concept lattices show only the topmost part of a
concept lattice. The extensions of the concepts provide the clusters, and the intensions their descriptions.
Beside conceptual clustering, iceberg concept lattices
have different uses in KDD: as a visualization method
— especially for very large databases —, as a condensed representation of frequent itemsets, as a base
of association rules, and as a visualization tool for association rules.
In [30], we have presented the algorithm TITANIC,
as a new, efficient algorithm for computing concept
lattices. As this algorithm is based on a levelwise approach [2, 22] which is in line with our pruning criterion (the support of a concept), it can easily be adapted
to compute iceberg concept lattices.1
In the next section, we recall the basics of FCA. In
Section 3, we introduce iceberg concept lattices and
explain their use as conceptual clustering method by
an example. Section 4 lists some typical applications.
Section 5 concludes the article.
1 One just has to add “: : :and X :
Algorithm 1 in [30].
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Since concepts are necessary for expressing human
knowledge, any knowledge management process benefits from a comprehensive formalization of concepts.
FCA offers such a formalization by mathematizing the
concept of ‘concept’ as a unit of thought constituted
of two parts: its extension and its intension [37, 10].
This understanding of ‘concept’ is first mentioned explicitly in the Logic of Port Royal [3] and has been
established in the German standard DIN 2330 and the
International Standard ISO 704.
We recall the basics of Formal Concept Analysis as
far as they are needed for this paper. A more extensive
overview is given in [10].
To allow a mathematical description of extensions and
intensions, FCA starts with a (formal) context.
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Definition 2.1 A formal context is a triple K
G; M; I where G and M are sets and I  G  M
is a binary relation. The elements of G are called
objects and the elements of M attributes. The inclusion g; m 2 I is read “object g has attribute m”.
For A  G, we define A0
fm 2 M j 8g 2
A
g; m 2 I g; and for B  M , we define dually
0
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fg 2 G j 8m 2 B g; m 2 I g.
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We assume — in this article — that all sets are finite,
especially G and M .

(
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Definition 2.2 A formal concept is a pair A; B with
0
0
A  G, B  M , A
B and B
A. (This is
equivalent to A  G and B  M being maximal with
A  B  I .) A is called extent and B is called intent
of the concept.

=
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The set K of all concepts of a formal context K together with the partial order A1 ; B1  A2 ; B2 ,
A1  A2 (which is equivalent to B1  B2 ) is called
concept lattice of K .

(

) (

):

Example: As running example, we use the M USH ROOM database from the UCI KDD Archive (http:
//kdd.ics.uci.edu/). It consists of a database
with 8,416 objects (mushrooms) and 22 (nominally
valued) attributes. We obtain a formal context by creating one (Boolean) attribute for each of the 80 possible values of the 22 database attributes. The resulting formal context has thus 8,416 objects and 80 attributes. In order to explain FCA by a small example,
we restrict ourselves first to a very limited sub-context,
namely the first ten objects, and 13 attributes. This restricted formal context is shown in Figure 1. A line
diagram of its concept lattice is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1 Formal context about mushrooms
In the line diagram, the name of an object g is always
attached to the circle representing the smallest concept
with g in its extent; dually, the name of an attribute m
is always attached to the circle representing the largest
concept with m in its intent. This allows us to read the
context relation from the diagram because an object g
has an attribute m if and only if there is an ascending
path from the circle labeled by g to the circle labeled
by m. The extent of a concept consists of all objects
whose labels are below in the hierarchy, and the intent
consists of all attributes attached to concepts above in
the hierarchy. For example, the concept without label
in the middle of the diagram has fMushroom 2, Mushroom 5, Mushroom 4g as extent, and fedible, cap surface: fibrous, cap shape: flatg as intent.

=

For X; Y  M , we say that the implication X )
Y holds in the context, if each object having all attributes in X also has all attributes in Y (i. e., an implication is an association rule2 with 100% confidence).
For instance, the implication fcap shape: flat, cap surface: smoothg
) fcap color: buff, poisonousg
holds in the context. (Of course it may not hold any
longer when we enlarge the set of objects under consideration.)

=

Implications can be read directly in the line diagram:
the largest concept having both ‘cap shape: flat’ and
‘cap surface: smooth’ in its intent is just the concept
labeled by ‘cap color: buff’ — which on its turn lies
below the concept labeled by ‘poisonous’. In the next
section is discussed how also the association rules with
less than 100 % confidence can by visualized in the
line diagram.
Beside association rule mining, FCA has been applied in a wide range of application domains, including medicine, psychology, social sciences, linguistics,
information sciences, machine and civil engineering
etc. (cf. [32]). Over all, FCA has been used in more
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2 An association rule is a pair X
Y with X; Y
M . Its
0
Y ) := (X
Y ) = G , and its
support is defined by supp(X
0
0
Y ) := (X
Y ) = X . See [1].
confidence by conf(X
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Figure 2 The concept lattice of the context in Figure 1
than 200 projects, both on the scientific and the commercial level. For instance, FCA has been applied for
analyzing data of children with diabetes [27], for developing qualitative theories in music esthetics [20],
for managing emails [8], for database marketing [14],
and for an IT security management system [6].

3 Iceberg Concept Lattices
The previous example was unsatisfying insofar as it
was restricted to a very small and — more important
— arbitrarily chosen set of objects. On the other hand,
this restriction allowed us to display the entire concept
lattice. In the worst case, the size of a concept lattices
is exponential in the size of the context. Hence for
most applications one has to consider strategies (other
than arbitrarily reducing the context) for dealing with
such large concept lattices. We present an approach
based on frequent itemsets as known from data mining [1]: Our iceberg concept lattices will consist only
of the top-most concepts of the concept lattice. These
are the concepts which provide the most global structuring of the domain:

minsupp [0 1℄

Definition 3.1 Let B  M , and let
2 ; .
The support count of the attribute set (also called itemB
jB 0 j=jGj. B is said to be a
set) B in K is
frequent attribute set if
B 
.

supp( ) :=
supp( ) minsupp

A concept is called frequent concept if its intent is frequent. The set of all frequent concepts of a context K

is called the iceberg concept lattice of the context K .
Because the support function is monotonously de)
B1

creasing (i. e., B1  B2
B2 ), the iceberg concept lattice is an order filter
of the whole concept lattice, and thus in general only a
sup-semi-lattice. But when we add a new bottom element, it becomes a lattice again. This makes it possible
to apply the same algorithm (which will be introduced
in the following sections) for computing concept lattices and iceberg concept lattices. But before talking
about their computation, let’s have a closer look to iceberg concept lattices:

supp( )

=

supp( )

Example: Now we consider the whole M USHROOM
database. Its concept lattice consists of 32,086 concepts, hence is by far too large to be displayed. But for
a first glance, it is sufficient to see its top-most part:
Figure 3 shows the M USHROOM iceberg concept lattice for a minimum support of 85 %.
In the diagram one can clearly see that all mushrooms
in the database have the attribute ‘veil type: partial’.
Furthermore the diagram tells us that the three nextmost attributes are: ‘veil color: white’ (with 97.62 %
support), ‘gill attachment: free’ (97.43 %), and ‘ring
number: one’ (92.30 %). There is no other attribute
having a support higher than 85 %. But even the combination of all these four concepts is frequent (with respect to our threshold of 85 %): 89.92 % of all mushrooms in our database have one ring, a white partial
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100 %
ring number: one

gill attachment: free
veil color: white

92.30 %

97.62 %
97.43 %

90.02 %

97.34 %
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Figure 3 Iceberg concept lattice of the mushroom
database with

minsupp = 85 %

veil, and free gills. This concept with a quite complex
description contains more objects than the concept described by the fifth-most attribute, which has a support
below our threshold of 85 %, since it is not displayed
in the diagram.
In the diagram, we can detect the implication

fring number: one, veil color: whiteg
=) fgill attachment: freeg .
It is indicated by the fact that there is no concept having ‘ring number: one’ and ‘veil color: white’ (and
‘veil type: partial’) in its intent, but not ‘gill attachment: free’. This implication has a support of 89.92 %
(and as it is an implication, a confidence of 100 %).
Unlike the implications in Example 1 (which held for
the ten objects under consideration only), this implication is globally valid, i. e., it does not change when
we consider a different minimum support.
If we want to see more details, we have to decrease
the minimum support. Figure 4 shows the M USH ROOM iceberg concept lattice for a minimum support
of 70 %. One observes that, of course, its top-most
part is just the iceberg lattice for
.
Additionally, we obtain five new concepts, having the
possible combinations of the next-most attribute ‘gill
spacing: close’ (having support 81.08 %) with the previous four attributes. The fact that the combination
fgill spacing: close, veil type: partial, gill attachment:
freeg is not realized as a concept intent indicates another implication:

minsupp = 85 %

fgill attachment: free, gill spacing: closeg
=) fveil color: whiteg (*)
This implication has 78.52 % support (the support of
the most general concept having all three attributes in
its intent) and — being an implication — 100 % confidence.

By further decreasing the minimum support, we discover more and more details. Figure 5 shows the
M USHROOM iceberg concept lattice for a minimum
support of 55 %. It shows four more partial copies of
the 85 % iceberg lattice, and three new, single concepts.
The observation that the top-most part of the iceberg
lattice appears partially again in combination with
other attributes can be used for an alternative visualization: Figure 6 shows the iceberg concept lattice as a
nested line diagram. The diagram provides exactly the
same information as Figure 5, but in a more structured
way.
Each of the ‘satellites’ contains a partial copy of
the top-most iceberg lattice. Only those concepts are
copied which are, together with the new attribute(s),
still frequent. The lines of the outer diagram have to
be read as a bundle of parallel lines, linking corresponding concepts. For instance, the concept on the
right side of the diagram labeled by ‘78.80 %’ is not
only an immediate subconcept of the one labeled by
‘81.08 %, but also of the one labeled by ‘97.62 %’.
The empty circles indicate unrealized concepts: They
are still frequent, but all objects in an unrealized concept share at least one more attribute. For instance, the
unrealized concept on the right side left of the concept
labeled by ‘78.80 %’ has as intent fgill spacing: close,
gill attachment: free, veil type: partialg. But implication (*) tells us that all objects having these attributes
also have the attribute ‘veil color: white’. Therefore,
‘veil color: white’ has to be in each realized concept
which contains the three other attributes. The largest
of them is just the first realized concept below: the one
with 78.52 % support. This way, each unrealized concept indicates an implication: the attributes of its intent
always imply all attributes in the intent of its largest
realized subconcept. For instance, the two unrealized
concepts below the attribute ‘no bruises’ indicate the
implications

fno bruises, gill attachment: freeg
=) fveil color: whiteg
fno bruises, veil color: whiteg
=) fgill attachment: freeg
respectively, each having 57.22 % support.
For attributes which are labeled at concepts having no
subconcepts in the diagram, we cannot decide whether
they are part of interesting implications. For instance,
the diagram does not show whether there is an implication having ‘stalk color below ring: white’ in its
premise or conclusion (other than the trivial implication fstalk color below ring: whiteg ) fveil type:
partialg). If there are any such rules, then their support
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Figure 4 Iceberg concept lattice of the mushroom database with

is below the actual minimum support of 55 %. In order to study them, the threshold has to be decreased
further.
In the way nested line diagrams are introduced in
[38], the attributes are grouped manually according
to their semantics. Related attributes are grouped together. This usually involves a human expert to decide which attributes are related. The support function, on the other hand, allows an automatic grouping:
In Figure 6, the inner diagram contains the top-most
attributes, the outer diagram the next-most attributes.
The resulting diagram shows the most important attributes for structuring the domain. The knowledge engineer only has to fix the minimum support thresholds
for the different layers.
Observe that the iceberg concept lattices in this example are used for conceptual clustering, or unsupervised learning. Our aim was to gain new insights
about the mushrooms in the database, independent
from a specific purpose. In particular, the aim was not
to learn how to distinguish between poisonous and edible mushrooms. The question if and how iceberg concept lattices can be used in such a supervised learning
scenario is an interesting open problem.
Up to now, we have discussed the use of iceberg concept lattices as a conceptual clustering technique, equipped with a visualization method, which
is very well suited especially for analyzing very large
databases containing strongly correlated data. Now we
briefly discuss some more uses of iceberg concept lattices in KDD:

minsupp = 70 %

A condensed representation of frequent itemsets.
The computation of frequent attribute sets [itemsets]
is the first (and most expensive) step in the computation of association rules. One reason is that one needs
to count the support for each itemset. By using the fact
00 , for B  M , we can deB
B
that
rive the supports of all itemsets from the supports of
the frequent concept intents only. In strongly correlated data, only relatively few of the frequent itemsets are also concept intents. Hence only few support
counts have to be effected in the database.

supp( ) = supp( )

A starting point for computing bases of association
rules. One problem in mining association rules is
the large number of rules which are usually returned.
In [4], different bases for association rules are introduced, which prune redundant rules, but from which
all valid rules can still be derived. The computation
of the bases does not require all frequent itemsets, but
only frequent concept intents.
A visualizing technique for association rules. We
have already discussed how implications (i. e., association rules with 100 % confidence) can be read from
the line diagram. The Luxenburger basis for approximate association rules (i. e., association rules with less
than 100 % confidence), which is presented in [34],
can also be visualized directly in the line diagram of an
iceberg concept lattice. The Luxenburger basis is derived from [19]. It contains only those rules B1 ! B2
where B1 and B2 are frequent concept intents, and
the concept B10 ; B1 is an immediate subconcept of
0
B2 ; B2 . Hence there corresponds to each approximate rule in the Luxenburger base exactly one edge
in the line diagram. Figure 7 visualizes all rules in
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(
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Figure 5 Iceberg concept lattice of the mushroom database with
the Luxenburger basis for minsupp = 70 % and minconf = 95 %. For instance, the rightmost arrow stands
for the association rule fveil color: white, gill spacing:
closeg ! fgill attachment: freeg, which holds with a
confidence of 99.6 %. Its support is the support of the
concept the arrow is pointing to: 78.52 %, as shown
in Figure 4. Edges without label indicate that the confidence of the rule is below the minimum confidence
threshold.

4 Some Typical Applications
In Section 3, we have already discussed the use of
(iceberg) concept lattices for knowledge discovery
and conceptual clustering. Here we give another, realworld example of a KDD application:
Database marketing. The purpose of database marketing is the study of customers and their buying behavior in order to create and validate marketing strate-

minsupp = 55 %

gies. In [14], the use of iceberg concept lattices for
database marketing in a Swiss department store is discussed in more detail. In that scenario, the object set
G consists of all customers of the warehouse paying
by credit card, and the attribute set M consists of attributes describing the customers (e. g., ‘lives in Western Switzerland’) and their buying behavior (e. g., ‘has
spent more than 1000 Swiss francs in the last year’).
For a given set X of attributes, the weight function returns the number of customers fulfilling all attributes
in X . By decreasing the minimum support, one can
study the customer behavior in more and more detail.
The use of (iceberg) concept lattices is not only restricted to knowledge discovery. Here we give some
more examples of typical applications, in which T I TANIC can be applied:
Configuration space analysis. In software reengineering, one task is to analyze the source code
of a given program where no (or relatively few)
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Figure 6 Nested line diagram of the iceberg concept lattice in Figure 5
documentation is given. In [17], the use of Formal
Concept Analysis for analyzing the configuration
space of C++ programs is discussed. In the described
scenario, iceberg concept lattices could be introduced
quite naturally. The set G of objects contains the
lines of code, the set M consists basically of the
C++ preprocessor symbols which appear in the code,
and the relation I indicates which lines of code are
governed by which preprocessor symbols. Instead
of computing the whole concept lattice, one can
restrict the computation to the top-level groupings of
code pieces by using T ITANIC. The weight function
returns, for a set X of preprocessor symbols, the

number of lines of code which are governed by all
preprocessor symbols in X .
Transformation of class hierarchies. In objectoriented languages, one aim is to simplify the class hierarchy according to a (number of) given program(s).
In [29], this problem has been attacked by using concept lattices. In the scenario, the set M of attributes
contains all data members and methods of a given
class hierarchy, and the set G of objects consists of all
variables and pointers of the program(s). The relation
I basically indicates which variables and pointers are
related to which data members and methods.The re-

gill attachment: free
veil type: partial
97.6%

97.4%

veil color: white
gill spacing: close

ring number: one

97.2%

97.5%
99.9%

99.9%

99.7%

99.6%
97.0%

Figure 7 Visualization of the Luxenburger basis for
sulting concept lattice provides an improved hierarchy
which can be used for restructuring the class hierarchy
according to software engineering principles without
the need to modify the source code. The computation
of the concept lattice can be done by using as weight
function the function which returns, for a given set X
of data members and methods, the number of variables
and pointers related to all elements in X .
Ontology Learning. Ontologies are “explicit specification[s] of a conceptualization” [13]. They usually
consist of a set of concepts (not to be confused with
formal concepts from FCA), a hierarchical is-a relation and other (non-hierarchical) relations between
the concepts, and eventually axioms describing constraints on the relations and concepts. One task in
learning ontologies from data is the construction of
the is-a hierarchy. Suppose that the concepts are already learned (e. g., by applying linguistic and statistical methods [21]) and stored in the set M . The set G
contains tuples of a relational database, or documents
annotated with the concepts. The relation I indicates
if a tuple includes a concept, or if a document is annotated with a concept. T ITANIC uses the weight function, which assigns to a set X of ontology concepts the
number of documents/tuples related to all concepts in
X . The resulting iceberg concept lattice provides an
is-a hierarchy on the set of the ontology concepts. Additionally, it suggests new concepts which may simplify the structure of the concept hierarchy.
Another situation where a weight function arises naturally in the computation of a closure system is the
following. This scenario is more difficult to state in
terms of a formal context:

minsupp = 70 % and minconf= 95 %

Discovery of functional dependencies. One important task of logical database tuning is the discovery
of minimal functional dependencies from database relations [15, 18]. This is equivalent to computing a closure system on the set M of all database attributes. The
closed sets are just those which are closed under all
functional dependencies which hold in the database.
T ITANIC can be applied for this computation, using as
weight of a given attribute set X the minimal number
of rows which have to be deleted from the database
such that X is closed under all functional dependencies which are valid for the remaining rows. This
weight function is derived from the g3 measure introduced in [16]. For this application, all ‘min’ in this paper have to be replaced by ‘max’ (refer to Remark 2).

5

Conclusion

The paper shows the use of iceberg concept lattices as
a conceptual clustering method, a condensed representation of frequent itemsets, and an efficient visualization technique for conceptual hierarchies derived from
very large databases. Typical examples for its application are listed in the paper.
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